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LONDON: British Airways (BA) yesterday cancelled
almost all flights departing and arriving into the UK, as the
airline’s first-ever pilots’ strike began, sparking travel
chaos for tens of thousands of passengers. The industrial
action over pay yesterday and today by members of the
British Airline Pilots Association (BALPA) trade union fol-
lows around nine months of failed talks.

The carrier, owned by London-listed International
Airlines Group (IAG) and which operates about 850
flights per day in Britain, said it had no option but to can-
cel nearly all scheduled flights. On the first day of the
strike, 145,000 passengers faced cancelled international
and domestic flights mainly at London’s Gatwick and
Heathrow airports.

BA chief executive Alex Cruz called for talks to contin-
ue. “We urge the union to please sit down with us as
quickly as we can so that we can reach an agreement,” he
told the BBC. There were very few passengers milling
around the departure area at Heathrow airport Terminal 5
in west London, AFP photos showed. Blue screens dis-
played a message saying that BA was “deeply sorry” for
the “large number” of cancellations at T5, home to its
British operations.

“Unfortunately, with no detail from BALPA on which
pilots would strike, we had no way of predicting how many
would come to work or which aircraft they are qualified to
fly, so we had no option but to cancel nearly 100 percent
of our flights,” British Airways said in a statement. The air-
line stressed that it remained willing to return to talks but
the union-which is seeking a bigger share of company
profits-accuses BA for not wanting to negotiate.

Customer frustration 
“We understand the frustration and disruption

BALPA’s strike action has caused our customers,” BA
added.  “After many months of trying to resolve the pay
dispute, we are extremely sorry that it has come to this.”
BA and its 4,300 pilots have been locked in a dispute
that could disrupt the travel plans of nearly 300,000
people in total over the two days. 

Pilots are also threatening to strike for one more day on
September 27 - and then possibly again closer to the win-
ter holidays-should the dispute drag on. BALPA has
rejected a pay increase of 11.5 percent over three years
that the airline proposed in July. BA says the offer would
see flight captains receive “world-class” pay and benefits
of around £200,000 ($246,000 or 220,000 euros) a year.
The airline pointed out also that two other unions repre-
senting 90 percent of the airlines’ workers have accepted
the 11.5-percent raise.

BA ‘not budging’ 
BALPA boss Brian Strutton also apologized for the

travel chaos-but defended the historic industrial action
and blamed the company for failing to negotiate. “We are
very sorry for all the disruption that’s been caused by the
industrial action,” he told the BBC. “I think British Airways
took the decision some weeks ago that they would close
down the airline operation and it’s up to them to do things
that way.” BALPA points to a nearly 10-percent jump in
pre-tax profits reported by BA-parent IAG last year. 

“We are prepared to negotiate. We are prepared to
move on our position, but so far British Airways has said to
me: We are not going to budge,” Strutton said. In early
afternoon deals, IAG’s share price sank two percent on the
falling London stock market.

Independent aviation analyst John Strickland said the
union had not acknowledged how BA had been forced to

embrace radical change in the face of fierce competition.
“BA pilots are striking, on the face of it, about pay but
terms and conditions come into it too,” Strickland said.
“They express concern about how BA is being run-whilst

not acknowledging just how radically the marketplace has
changed for the airline in recent years, with more intense
and diverse competition of all kinds from low-cost to pre-
mium offers.” — AFP 

BA cancels flights in historic strike
First-ever British Airways pilots’ strike sparks travel chaos

LONDON: A few passengers walk around the near-deserted departure area at Heathrow airport Terminal 5 in west London
yesterday.- AFP 

LONDON: Grounded British Airways planes sit on the tarmac at Heathrow airport Terminal 5 in west London yesterday. British Airways yesterday cancelled almost all flights departing and arriving into the UK, as the airline’s first-ever
pilots’ strike began, sparking travel chaos for tens of thousands of passengers. — AFP 

New Saudi Energy 
Minister: A royal 
with experience 
in OPEC cuts
DUBAI: When former Saudi oil minister Ali Al Naimi
crushed oil prices in 2014 by adding to global oversupply,
one man in the kingdom stood firmly against this strategy.
Prince Abdulaziz bin Salman, King Salman’s son and a vet-
eran oil official, who on Sunday was named as new Saudi
energy minister, is known in the industry for decades of
work helping to foster OPEC production cuts.

As he takes the reins at the world’s largest oil exporter
from Khaled Al-Falih, Prince Abdulaziz faces intensifying
demands from Saudi royals to prop up oil prices to help
ease budget constraints and push through plans to get
maximum value from a partial privatization of state oil

giant Aramco. Known in the industry as a good negotiator,
Prince Abdulaziz has long experience in cutting deals
within the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) and respect among fellow OPEC mem-
bers can help him implement that drive.

In 2016, when OPEC agreed to cut oil output, Prince
Abdulaziz worked behind the scenes to bring fellow OPEC
ministers into an agreement, OPEC sources said. OPEC
and non-OPEC producers later inked their first deal since
2001 to curtail oil output jointly and ease a global glut
after more than two years of low prices that overstretched
many state budgets.

And when sanctions-hit Iran resisted a push by Saudi
Arabia and Russia to increase oil output two years later to
meet calls from US President Donald Trump to cool prices,
it was Prince Abdulaziz, then minister of state for energy
affairs, who helped convince Iranian Oil Minister Bijan
Zanganeh to agree to the deal, OPEC sources said. The
prince’s appointment caps 10 days of a series of swift
changes that stripped Falih of his sprawling authority.

Falih was once seen in the industry and by foreign
diplomats as the third most powerful man in Saudi Arabia
after the king and Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman,

overseeing more than half the Saudi economy through a
super energy and industry ministry. His loss of power was
swift. On Aug 30, he was stripped of the industry portfolio,
removed as chairman of Aramco on Sept 2 before being
replaced as energy minister on Sept 8.

But Prince Abdulaziz, an older half brother of the
Crown Prince, is not expected to change the kingdom’s oil
and OPEC policies, Saudi officials and analysts say. “He
will focus on enhancing the relationship within OPEC and
with non-OPEC producers to strengthen the stability of
the international oil market,” a Saudi official said. Bassam
Fattouh, head of Oxford Institute for Energy Studies and a
regular attendee of OPEC meetings, said he believed that
the prince’s appointment represents “a continuation of
existing policy”.

“The Prince has been a key shaper of Saudi oil and
OPEC policy for many years,” said Fattouh, adding that he
has also been a key player in domestic oil policy such as
the kingdom’s energy pricing reforms, renewables and
energy efficiency. Gary Ross, a veteran OPEC watcher and
founder of Black Gold Investors, said he first met Prince
Abdulaziz in early 1980s. 

“There is no one in the kingdom who knows more

about oil than Prince Abdulaziz,” said Ross who said he
believed the new minister will stick to production cuts to
maximize revenues for Saudi Arabia. “I expect no policy
change - the objective is to deliver higher prices and the
IPO for Aramco,” said Amrita Sen, co-founder of Energy
Aspects think tank, which closely follows OPEC policies.

First royal
The prince’s appointment broke with long-held tradi-

tion that saw oil technocrats and non-royals overseeing
the energy portfolio in the world’s top oil exporter. Saudi
Arabia has had five oil ministers since 1960, and none of
them has been a royal. Conventional thinking has been that
the ruling Al Saud family has viewed the oil portfolio as so
important that giving it to a prince might upset the
dynasty’s delicate balance of power and risk making oil
policy hostage to princely politicking, Saudi sources and
diplomats say. Some industry insiders say the prince’s
lengthy experience has overcome what has always been
seen as the impossibility of appointing a royal to the post.
Former US ambassador Chas Freeman said the prince rep-
resents a new phenomenon he called “a royal technocrat”.
“Bright, cosmopolitan, expert on the work of the ministry
in which he made his career,” said Freeman. — Reuters


